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Art Palm Beach Opens Tomorrow with
Supermodel and Impact Producer, Lais
Ribeiro, Artist Talks and a Prestigious

Acquisition Award
We are thrilled to welcome you to the upcoming Art Palm Beach, beginning tomorrow,
Wednesday, January 24, and continuing through Sunday, January 28, at the Palm Beach
County Convention Center. We're proud to present an array of seven engaging and
diverse programs, ranging from our star-studded opening night to insightful artist talks
and a prestigious acquisition award. Here’s an overview of our programs, starting with our
celebrity host, Lais Ribeiro on Opening Night...

Opening Night Red Carpet: Wednesday, January 24

Celebrity Host, Lais Ribeiro
5:00pm
Lobby

Catch special celebrity host, Lais Ribeiro,
and the who’s who of Palm Beach society
as they walk the Red Carpet. Don’t miss
the chance to be a part of this
extraordinary evening. We invite you to
join us for a night of fun, philanthropy and
unforgettable moments!

American Heart Association
Presentation
6:00pm
VIP Lounge

For 100 years, the American Heart
Association, AHA, has saved and
improved lives, pioneered scientific
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discovery, and advocated for healthy
public policies in communities across the
country. The Association celebrates with a
special presentation, with Lais Ribeiro as
the host.

Thursday, January 25

Danielle Frankhental: Hidden I
Revealed
2:00pm
Booth: 801-700

Danielle Frankhental’s works are about
light in all its formats. She will talk about
her creative side as well as her technique
and process of composition with Acrylic
resin and interference paint, at the
Modern Fine Art booth. Her public
collections include the Museum of Fine
Art in Houston, Texas, as well as The
Butler Institute and the Columbus
Museum of Art,  among others.

Friday, January 26

Kim Keever: Painting Under Water
2:00pm
Booth 808

Critics have suggested that Kim Keever is
an “underwater Jackson Pollock.” Mr.
Keever will talk about how he makes the
work and try to explain the process with
the example shown at the Modern Fine
Art gallery. He will also talk about his
philosophical view on being an artist as
related to what he calls “controlled
randomness” and a short history of his
development as an artist.

Saturday, January 27



Bret Reilly: A Colorful Career
2:00pm
Booth 718/819

Bret Reilly is a multi-hyphenate
sculptor/musician/designer. His
sculptures have been exhibited at Tang
Museum in Saratoga Springs, NY as well
as in multiple markets including New York
City, Miami, Martha’s Vineyard, and Rye,
NY, with commissions placed worldwide.
As a musician he has performed at more
than 200 concerts and written more than
400 songs, three of which appeared in
Farrelly Brothers motion pictures. Bret has
also patented a minimalist lounge chair,
designed a sofa collection for Fendi Casa
and continues to develop his functional
creations. Join Bret as he discusses his
colorful career.

HRH Prince Nikolaos: Dialogos
Moderated by Marilena Koutsoukou & Ethan Cohen
3:00pm
VIP Lounge

"Dialogos" by HRH Prince Nikolaos showcases a fusion of ethereal photographs and
luminous marble. The artist digitally imprints abstract and elemental images directly onto
marble inviting the onlooker to inhabit the evanescent zone between the solid and the
visionary. Through the artist’s uniquely crafted technique of digital transference, we swim
in his native Greek dimensions of statuary, sand, sea, and light in a frozen wave of eternal
time. Key pieces of the show are landscape images on white marble, three tables and a
cabinet, where the white marbles of Thassos are combined with a sculpted bronze
patinated base. HRH Prince Nikolaos is fascinated by the grace of light found in Greek
nature, something which he constantly seeks to recreate.

Sunday, January 28



DIVERSEartPB Museum Acquisition
Award 
3:30pm
VIP Lounge

Join us for the inaugural edition of the
Museum Acquisition Award for Emerging
Artists in Palm Beach. Inspired by Spain’s
La Neomudéjar Museum to mark its 10th
anniversary last year in Los Angeles, the
initiative seeks to support the art scene
by promoting the acquisition of art works
by leading national and international
museums. The winner of the award will be
chosen by Néstor Prieto and Francisco
Brieves, Co-Directors of La Neomudéjar
Museum, as well as Marisa Caichiolo,
Curator of DIVERSEartLA. The award will
be presented by Prieto, Brieves, Caichiolo
and LA Art Show Director Kassandra
Voyagis in a closing ceremony at the fair.

Get Your Advance Tickets for Art Palm Beach 2024!
On Sale Now!

Planning a visit to Art Palm Beach?

Join us at the Palm Beach County Convention Center,
January 24-28, 2024, and support the American Heart Association’s

Life is Why™ campaign at the same time.

Tickets to Art Palm Beach are available now.

Click here to purchase. 

https://wl.seetickets.us/event/Art-Palm-Beach-2024/563035?afflky=ArtPalmBeach
https://wl.seetickets.us/event/Art-Palm-Beach-2024/563035?afflky=ArtPalmBeach
https://wl.seetickets.us/event/Art-Palm-Beach-2024/563035?afflky=ArtPalmBeach


Art Palm Beach Proudly Supports the American
Heart Association in its 100th Year!

Art Palm Beach is pleased to be partnering with the American Heart Association (AHA),
our 2024 charity beneficiary.* We’re proud to support the American Heart Association in
its commitment to help prevent death and disability from cardiovascular disease and
stroke – the major health problems in our society. 

We’re especially happy to be supporting the American Heart Association in its 100th year.
With a portion of every ticket purchase, Art Palm Beach contributes to funding the mission
of the American Heart Association – which includes CPR education, training and
development of science-based CPR guidelines and techniques to help strengthen the
chain of survival. Dedicated to working with passion and purpose in a people-centered
way, the American Heart Association has had a tremendous impact on advancing
knowledge about heart and brain health with the goal to providing everyone the chance
for full, healthy life.

Art Palm Beach is a proud supporter of the American Heart Association’s
Life is Why™ campaign

To learn more about the Life is Why™ campaign and other participating companies,
please visit https://www.heart.org/en/get-involved/ways-to-give/life-is-why.

Connect with the American Heart Association on heart.org, Facebook, Twitter or by calling
1-800-AHA-USA1.

Art Palm Beach Returns, January 24-28, 2024!

Mark your calendar! The international contemporary and modern art fair of the Americas
returns to the Palm Beach County Convention Center January 24-28, 2024. We’re so
excited to see you then. Stay tuned for updates as we plan for an even more spectacular
show next year.

https://www.heart.org/en/get-involved/ways-to-give/life-is-why
https://www.heart.org/
https://www.facebook.com/AmericanHeart
https://twitter.com/American_Heart
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